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DAMILOLA JERUGBA
SOFTWARE ENGINEER

WORK EXPERIENCE

Engineered intricate UIs with React, Web components, and other web frameworks.
Implemented rigorous testing (Jest, Playwright), ensuring robust code coverage for UI components.
Contributed to a cohesive team effort that resulted in over 50% increase in monthly advertisers.
Implemented and monitored user events using Grafana for metrics and alerts, ensuring system health.
Innovated features: Community Suggestions, Bidless ads, Reddit post boost, and chatbot integration.

Reddit Inc, San Francisco, CA  (Remote)
Feb 2023 - Dec 2023

@damiisdandy
www.linkedin.com/in/damiisdandy/

Software Engineer - Advertiser Growth

Engineered full-stack apps with tRPC, Next.js, and MongoDB for streamlined legal document management.
Implemented user-requested features based on interviews, showcasing a user-centric development
approach.
Developed GitHub Actions routines to detect errors and prevent the merging of suboptimal code.
Ensured high-quality development practices through thorough code reviews and provided transparent
project insights with comprehensive documentation on Notion.

Aerial, Arlington, VA (Remote)
Dec 2022 - Feb 2023Full-Stack Developer

Engineered a full-stack application with Machine Learning to empower Project Managers in crafting
product requirements, utilizing OpenAI, React, Prisma, and NodeJS.
Achieved a remarkable 40% performance boost in the application through global state management,
analyzed with React profiler.
Elevated user experience by implementing an onboarding flow with tooltips and popper.js.

OpenSpec, Tel Aviv (Remote)
April 2022 - Nov 2022Full-Stack Developer

Spearheaded the transformation of Brimble's website, creating and styling React components for the front
page, improving aesthetics and user engagement.
I revitalized the website with PWA, boosting conversions by 55%. Streamlined Vue to React migration,
ensuring code excellence. Published 5+ tech articles on DEV.to.

Brimble, Lagos, NG
Sept 2021 - March 2022Web Developer

SKILLS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
JavaScript, TypeScript, React, Node.js, Python, System Design, CI/CD, DevOps, Docker

Engaged and inspired over 30,000 readers on Dev.to, cultivating a vibrant community of continuous
learning and knowledge-sharing.
Contributed to ts-mongo and created use-pagination, showcasing collaborative development skills.
Co-founder & CTO at Jetron Ticket, a major Nigerian ticketing service.

EDUCATION

Landmark University
B.E Mechanical Engineering (4.82/5.0)
College Representative and Class Representative 

Aug 2017  - Sept 2022
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